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For the ultimate experience,  
we recommend a Sorrento  
stay for local style and  colour 
& logistics simplicity. 
Choose from Sorrento ’ s  
superb  5 - star hotels detailed  
in our email. 
Alternative: Naples for a  
bustling, super local Italian  
city - based stay 



 

  

DAY  1 
  ARRIVAL: SOFT  

LANDINGS 
Meet & Greet by our  
representatives 

TRANSFER TO SORRENTO:  2   Options 

A. BY SEA 
Coach to port, hydrofoil to Sorrento 
with drinks & snacks on board  
Short transfer to hotel 
( luggage transferred direct ) 

B. BY ROAD 
Coaches with drinks & snacks on  
board  



 

  

SETTLING IN 
Welcome gift upon arrival to hotel 

WELCOME ACTIVITY (if required) 
Orientation with  our representative 

Experience home - made gelato &  
true Italian espresso, traditional  
crafts and local delights in Piazza  
Torquato Tasso & the old port. 

Free time to wander. 

Lunch (if required) in Local Cantina 

If transfer by coach, multiple  
options for activity  inc. winery visit  
& lunch 



 

  

This, by the way, is the  
balcony of the Bellevue  
Syrene Hotel 

WELCOME  
DINNER 

Relax on a stunning hotel 
balcony or in the  
infinite choice of  
authentic local  
restaurants 



 

  DAY  2 
  – FD OPTIONAL  ACTIVITIES 



 

  

Option  1 :   

PARAGLIDING 

Take an unforgettable  
adrenaline - rush flight  
over the Amalfi  
Coastline, with a  
personal video as a  
lasting memory 
( weather permitting)  

Lunch in a local Buffalo farm  
to taste the surprise of the  
local delights  inc. 
buffalo ice - cream &  
yoghurt!!!  
Or upon landing point dine at  
a Michelin stared Farm  
restaurant 



 

  

Option  2 :   

Soft Rafting  

On the  Tanagro river  
in the Cilento Nature  
Park, Salerno.  
100 % safe.  
Visit the Cave of the  
Angels (Petrosa) 

Lunch in a local Buffalo farm  
to taste the surprise of the  
local delights  inc. 
buffalo ice - cream &  
yoghurt!!!  



 

  

Option  3 :  ANCIENT POMPEII, WINERY  
LUNCH + NAPLES  ( L ong Day Trip) 
Private guided tour of the antiquities of the UNESCO World Heritage site,  
destroyed by the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius. Experience wine tasting at a  
typical family farm. Drink  Lacryma Christi wine, closest to that enjoyed in  
ancient Rome. Leisurely lunch of local delicacies. Visit to Naples.  



 

  

Option  4 :  THE  
AMALFI COAST  
ROAD IN OPEN - TOP  
FIAT  500 s 

Self - drive or chauffeur - drive  
down one of the world ’ s  
most stunning scenic  
routes. 
Surprise stops for real local  
limoncello, personal photo - 
op & more . 
Lunch at the best local  
family run Trattoria in  
Amalfi 



 

  

Day  2 :  Relaxed offsite dinner 
Here we are spoiled for  choice, perhaps Restaurant Tasso, 
the  Basilica or Donna Sofia 



 

  

DAY  3 :   CAPRI 
Full/Half Day  Boat Trip to  
the magical Isle of  Capri 

Unique  chair - lift to summit  
of Mt Solare. 

Spectacular panoramas  
over the turquoise  
Tyrrhenian Sea, and a glass  
of chilled Prosecco  
Superiore . 

Guided tour of Capri town,  
plus free time to discover  
hidden gems or shop in the  
local designer boutiques.  



 

  

CAPRI 
Sail around the island. Snorkel or  
swim in the pristine waters. 
Visit the stunning Blue Grotto.  



 

  

Walk  ‘ The Path of the Gods ’ 
Spectacular vistas. Centuries - old vineyards and olive trees,  
crumbling farmhouses and monasteries.  4.5   miles  - an easy  3.5   
hour walk  - with pop - up cheese & wine tastings, and lunch at a  
local farm, and other surprises. 



 

  

HD Pizza  or Pasta Cooking Class 
With nearby Napoli the birthplace of the pizza, the locals  
here know their stuff  – and gladly share in a fun - filled and  
appetizing workshop. Lunch  - Eat what you make 



 

  

Entertainment  
Options final dinner 

2 - 4   element Tarantella show  
( music & dance) that playfully  
gets people on their feet.  

Or, Local  ‘ classic Italian ’  live  
band.  

Specially made Video of the  
trip screening.  
Open  Bar. 

‘ Sky ’ s the Limit ’  Extras  – props,  
special lighting, extra welcome  
event, firework finale or other  
unique elements (Not  
budgeted). 



 

  

Hotel Parco Dei  

Principi  5 *  
Sorrento 

A path through tunnels in  
the rock leads 
from the hotel to the  
private beach. 
The two cliffs equipped  
with solarium offer 
the thrill of being in the  
sun, but in close contact 
with the crystal clear water. 



 

  

Hotel Parco Dei  
Principi  5 * Sorrento 

Local Sorrento style decor 

With a m inimalist  mood and  
large volumes 
frame the iconic furniture 



 

Grand Hotel 
Cocumella 5* 
Sorrento 
The First Luxury 5* hotel in the 
Sorrento peninsula with its ancient 
cloister and church, the silence of its 
gardens, the spectacular terrace 
overlooking the sea, have all 
welcomed in more than 200 years 
the most illustrious travellers of the 
Grand Tour – from Goethe to Mary  
Shelley to Hans C.Andersen and 
Sigmund Freud.  



 

 

Grand Hotel  

Cocumella 5 *  
Sorrento 



 

  

Grand Hotel  

Cocumella 5 *  
Sorrento 



 

  

Hotel Romeo  5 *  
Naples 

• Romeo hotel is a master  
of the art of contrasts, a  
perfect synthesis of  
modern design,  
contemporary art and  
classic  “ Made in Italy ”  at  
its finest 

• With breath - taking  
views of Naples and the  
Vesuv 



 

  

Hotel Romeo  5 * 



 

  

Hotel Romeo  5 * 



 

 

Meet you here! 


